ECDS launches Cyclorama tour app
The Emory Center for Digital Scholarship (ECDS) recently announced the launch of a web-based mobile application. The app guides users to five tour stops in present-day Atlanta, enabling them to see what major battlefields in the Battle of Atlanta Cyclorama painting look like today. The newly restored painting is on display at the Atlanta History Center.

High school student interns with LITS
Cristo Rey Atlanta Jesuit High School sophomore Kevin Jennings is thoroughly enjoying his internship with the Emory Libraries and Information Technology Services, and he's now inspired to apply to Emory for his college education.

Second Bound with History event set for April 17
Make plans to attend "History of the Early Book," the second event in the Bound with History: Encounters with the Rose Library's Collections series. Book historians Jenny Bledsoe and Nick Wilding will talk about 15th and 16th century books, followed by a viewing of Rose Library rare books.

Dance students inspired by Rose Library archives
The archives of civil rights activists, poets, a fortuneteller, and a composer, as well as a collection of African American photos, inspired the choreography of Emory University dance students.